Accuracy specifications:
Reading it right with range
The accuracy of a measurement instrument varies with the range over which a reading
is measured. But what if different manufacturers specify this range differently in their
instruments? This article explores the impact of range definitions on measurement
accuracy and how one can be mindful when comparing accuracy across instruments.
By Matthias Schöberle, Business Development Manager, Power Measurement, Yokogawa Deutschland GmbH
& Michael Rietvelt, Power and Energy Measurement Specialist, Yokogawa Europe
Basic accuracy represents the best possible accuracy
of a measuring device. This used to be based on the DC
specification, but today it is specified and optimized for the mains
frequency. Manufacturers of power measurement devices often
feature this term on their data sheets. But since “basic accuracy”
does not have a standard definition, it is open to skewed and
often misleading interpretations like the examples below:
■ Some manufacturers specify basic accuracy based on typical
or best case data instead of a guaranteed performance.
■ Others do not go beyond voltage and current specifications
since power measurement range results from the multiplication
of the voltage and current ranges. But this ignores the effects
of power factor, phase angle error; crest factor, temperature
range, warm up time, stability period, CMRR etc.
■ Some manufacturers only account for uncertainty in a
reading and do not take into account, the influence of the
measurement range error.

Accuracy & measurement range
Because the accuracy of power measurement varies depending
on the measurement range, any specified accuracy value should
be accompanied by the range over which it is valid. Without this,
a user cannot determine whether the accuracy values are valid
only at a single point, a few points of a measurement range or the
entire range.
But what if this range is specified in different ways in different
instruments? For example, the accuracy of an instrument, when
its range is specified in peak values, appears to look far more
impressive than when using RMS. How can we make an ‘apples
to apples comparison’ of voltage and current uncertainties
across different instruments? And what of the adverse effect this
can have when calculating active power? The multiplication of
voltage, current, and the power factor and higher crest factors will
dramatically magnify this effect.

How the measurement range affects accuracy
specifications
Power meter manufacturers are largely in agreement with
accuracy being defined in the form “x% of the measured value
+ y% of the measuring range” where the power measurement
range is the multiplication of the voltage and current measuring
ranges. In order to make realistic comparisons, one should
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realise that the component “y% of the measuring range” also has
different definitions. While some manufacturers use nominal rms
range as reference for defining their uncertainty specifications,
others use the maximum measurable peak value.
Understanding these definitions is key to making consistent
comparisons between different instruments.
Understanding measurement range
In the days of purely analogue measurement technology, the
definition of the range was clear. If the range of an RMS voltage
meter was set at 250 V, the full scale value was 250 V. For all
accuracy data, including accuracy class and basic accuracy, the
reference size was 250 V.
For digital measuring instruments however, more definitions need
to be understood:
1

Selection range, rated range or nominal range corresponds
to 100% of the rms value of the range. It is used for accuracy
references to the range and selected by an engineer on the
instrument based on the needs of his applications.

2

Specification range is the range within which the accuracy
specifications are valid. However, not every manufacturer
can guarantee these accuracy specifications because this
requires an ISO17025 accredited calibration.

3

Full scale value is the maximum display value above which
the measured values cannot be displayed by an instrument.

4

Blanking value is the minimum display value below which an
instrument is unable to display readings.

5

Maximum measurable peak value is the value above which
amplitudes are cut off due to dynamic limit of the Analogue
to Digital (A/D) converter. This value determines how well
distorted signals can be measured correctly without clipping
and usually corresponds to the set crest factor times the
nominal/rated rms range.

6

Maximum permitted input– this is the maximum peak and
rms values of voltage and current that an instrument can
withstand before it is damaged.
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The figure below depicts the key parameters for a signal at
300Vrms nominal range for a Yokogawa WT1800E. At 45-66Hz,
the voltage uncertainty specification of 0.03% reading and 0.05%
range is valid and guaranteed from 1% to 110% (yellow region up
to 330Vrms) of the set nominal range. The Maximum measurable
peak value is 3 times the nominal range, resulting in the widest
dynamic range to capture distorted waveforms.
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Thus a power measurement when using a voltage range of
100Vrms and a current range of 1Arms would appear to have a
lower accuracy using the basic specifications than when using
a voltage range of 300Vpk and a current range of 3Apk even
though the absolute uncertainty remains the same (Figure 3).
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The explanation for this is very simple: When converting the
power uncertainty from the RMS nominal range reference
(0.03%), to that derived from a peak value reference, the respective range crest factors for both the voltage and current ranges
(3 in this example) need to be taken into account. This results in
a division of the relative power range uncertainty by a factor of 9
giving 0.0033% (without affecting accuracy).
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Figure 1- Measurement Ranges with rated range reference
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Figure 3 - Relative and Absolute uncertainties when using nominal range reference
and peak value reference
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To compare instruments using these two different references,
one could convert the uncertainty of a nominal range reference
instrument into its peak reference equivalent by a factor as
shown above. Alternatively one could calculate and compare the
absolute uncertainties while considering the impacts of specifying
them in nominal rms range or maximum peak values.

Figure 2 - Waveform measurement with rated range reference

Choosing a reference for specifying accuracy
– Peak or RMS?
Accuracy specifications are defined using a reference value of the
measurement range and as discussed earlier, manufacturers may
choose between the nominal range and the maximum measureable peak for this purpose. In the example below, a Yokogawa
WT3000E uses the nominal (RMS derived) range as the reference to specify the range over which its accuracy specifications
are valid. . The values are calculated at 45-66 Hz and a power
factor of 1. The same specifications when derived using the peak
values as the reference deceptively look far more impressive as
highlighted in Table 1.
Reference
Range for
uncertainty
specification

Power
reading

Chosen Range @ CF = 3 and PF=1
Voltage
Range (V)

Current
Range (I)

Current
Range (I)

(RMS)
nominal range
Reference

100W

100Vrms

1Arms

Peak range
Reference

100W

300Vpk

3Apk

Why do some manufacturers use peak value as reference?
Using peak values as reference for uncertainty specifications
make the specifications appear deceptively impressive as
demonstrated in the previous section. Thus an uncertainty
specification of 0.005% is not necessarily more impressive
than a 0.05%specification – they could just be using different
reference values. A better yardstick to compare the accuracy of
instruments would be to calculate the absolute uncertainties of
reading and range.

Power
reading
uncertainty
(x%)

Power
Range
uncertainty
(y%)

Absolute
Reading
Uncertainty
(x% of power
reading)

Absolute
Range
Uncertainty
(y% of
Power range)

Total
Uncertainty
(x% reading
+ y% range)

100VA

0.01%

0.03%

0.01W

0.03W

0.04W

900VApk

0.01%

0.003%

0.01W

0.03W

0.04W

Table 1 - Range Uncertainties of the WT3000E specified using nominal range reference and peak range as reference
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Peak value definitions also distract from the absolute uncertainty
values of an instrument or a poor dynamic range for capturing
signal distortions. Instruments with low, inconsistent or unspecified crest factors make it difficult to ensure sufficient headroom
(figure 5) to capture distortions and spikes in an input signal and
may even clip the peaks of signals during measurements.
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The best basic accuracy of an instrument is achieved when the
reading is at 100% of the range. Uncertainty = x% reading + y%
range = x% reading + y% reading (since range=reading)
But when reading is at 50% of the range, i.e.; range = 2 x
reading; the uncertainty increases: Uncertainty = x% reading +
y% range = x% reading + y% (2x reading)
Table 2 shows the effect of choosing different ranges on the
overall accuracy of a reading.

Head Room for spikes of distorted waveforms

There is thus a simple relationship between the set range and
measurement accuracy when using nominal range as reference.
The advantage is even more evident when looking at the accuracy specifications of a harmonic analysis where results are, as
a matter of principle, amplitudes of single sinusoidal oscillations
with a crest factor of 1.414. Here, both rms value and peak value
are always lower than the maximum peak of the measurement
range.

RMS measurement with Guaranteed uncertainty
(from 1% to 110% of rated range)

Figure 4 –Instrument with sufficient headroom to capture distortions
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Conclusion - Transparency for trust
We have now seen that without a specified validity range, an
engineer cannot be sure at which points his instrument is accurate. A reliable measurement instrument offers a transparent way
to assess its accuracy specifications so that users can assess its
suitability to the unique accuracy needs of their applications.

Above limits (CLIPPING)
Head Room for spikes of distorted waveforms
RMS measurement with Guaranteed uncertainty
(from 1% to 110% of rated range)

Since there is no standard to define accuracy specifications, a fair
comparison can be difficult. The only solution then is to compare
the accuracy of instruments on calculated absolute uncertainties
while considering the impacts of specifying them in nominal rms
range or maximum peak values. What is indeed more practical is
the use of guaranteed measurement uncertainties which take
into account the effects of reading and range components.

Figure 5 – Instrument with insufficient headroom to capture distortions

Is it better to use nominal/rated range as reference?
Among the advantages of using nominal or rated rms range as
the reference is that it is a broadband measuring method that
does not differentiate between different frequencies – making it
easy to determine measurement uncertainty at specific frequencies for different amplitudes. As we have learnt in previous
sections, the accuracy of an instrument is different at different
ranges. The closer a reading is to its full scale measurement
range, the more accurate it is.

To learn more about how Yokogawa guarantees the accuracy
of its instruments visit our calibration page or speak to us to
discover the power measurement solution that is right for your
application.

Selected measurement range

Reading as
percentage
of selected
range

Absolute
Reading
uncertainty
(x=0.01%)

Absolute
Range
uncertainty
(y=0.03%)

Total uncertainty
0.01% of reading
+ 0.03% of range

Equivalent Effect on
measurement accuracy

At full scale range (reading=range)

100%

0.01%

0.03%

0.04%

(x + y) % of reading

when range selected is 2 times the reading

50%

0.01%

0.06%

0.07%

(x + 2y) % of reading

when range selected is 3 times the reading

33%

0.01%

0.09%

0.10%

(x + 3y) % of reading

when range selected is 4 times the reading

25%

0.01%

0.12%

0.13%

(x + 4y) % of reading

when range selected is 10 times the reading

10%

0.01%

0.30%

0.31%

(x + 10y) % of reading

Table 2 - Measurement uncertainty of Yokogawa WT3000E at various amplitudes, with nominal range value as reference. (Valid at 45-66Hz; 23±5° and Power factor 1)
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About Yokogawa Test & Measurement
Yokogawa has been developing measurement solutions for 100
years, consistently finding new ways to give R&D teams the
tools they need to gain the best insights from their measurement
strategies. The company has pioneered accurate power
measurement throughout its history, and is the market leader in
digital power analyzers.
Yokogawa instruments are renowned for maintaining high levels
of precision and for continuing to deliver value for far longer than
the typical shelf-life of such equipment. Yokogawa believes that
precise and effective measurement lies at the heart of successful
innovation - and has focused its own R&D on providing the tools
that researchers and engineers need to address challenges great
and small.
Yokogawa takes pride in its reputation for quality, both in the
products it delivers - often adding new features in response

YOKOGAWA EUROPE B.V.
Euroweg 2, 3825 HD Amersfoort, The Netherlands
E-mail: tmi@nl.yokogawa.com

to specific client requests - and the level of service and advice
provided to clients, helping to devise measurement strategies for
even the most challenging environments.
The guaranteed accuracy and precision of Yokogawa’s
instruments results from the fact that Yokogawa has its own
European standards laboratory at its European headquarters in
The Netherlands.
This facility is the only industrial (i.e. non-government or national)
organization in the world to offer accredited power calibration,
at frequencies up to 100 kHz. ISO 17025 accreditation
demonstrates the international competence of the laboratory.
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